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Oxford University Press Inc, United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 210 x 140 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Over the coming decades, Artificial Intelligence will
profoundly impact the way we live, work, wage war, play, seek a mate, educate our young, and care
for our elderly. It is likely to greatly increase our aggregate wealth, but it will also upend our labor
markets, reshuffle our social order, and strain our private and public institutions. Eventually it may
alter how we see our place in the universe, as machines pursue goals independent of their creators
and outperform us in domains previously believed to be the sole dominion of humans. Whether we
regard them as conscious or unwitting, revere them as a new form of life or dismiss them as mere
clever appliances, is beside the point. They are likely to play an increasingly critical and intimate
role in many aspects of our lives. The emergence of systems capable of independent reasoning and
action raises serious questions about just whose interests they are permitted to serve, and what
limits our society should place on their creation and use. Deep ethical questions that have bedeviled
philosophers for ages will suddenly...
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I just began reading this pdf. It is actually writter in straightforward words instead of hard to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Jensen B ins-- Jensen B ins

This published book is wonderful. It is really simplified but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of the ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Ja nis Reilly-- Dr . Ja nis Reilly
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